HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
the loftiness of its roof was like the fortunate aspect of the
felicity of Jamshld and Qubfid; the arrangement of mansions
in their respective places was the picture-gallery for celebrated
painters like Mam and Bahzad. The tongue of the pen becomes
sweet by praise of the sweetness of its fruits; the surface of the
paper becomes tinged with colour by extolling the colours of its
flower-garden. The beds of green hyacinth, narcissus and wild
rose satisfied the imagination.
After the subjugation of the tower of Adyakupam,
ITazrat-i-Ala favoured Colonel Coote with fresh honours. After
attending to the wounded and the dead, he reached Waclgara,
fixed at suitable places the standards of his victorious army and
laid siege to the garden, the encampment of the accursed army.
As the garden was well protected by a series of towers,
Hazrat-I-Ala built towers opposite to them and made the
flaming guns emit forth the fire that would burn the enemies.
For a period of three weeks, both sides fought daily with equal
valour. One day the superior courage of the friends of
HaErat-i-Ala got the better of the enemy. Just when both ranks
came to close proximity Colonel Coote withdrew himself along
with some soldiers to one side with great ability. As soon as
M. Lally overcame the file of men who opposed him, he went
forward, intoxicated with the drink of pride, as far as the tower
of the sarkar, without due caution. Colonel Coote then came out
of his hiding place, and M. Lally was caught between the
Colonel and the line of defeated soldiers. He got frightened
and stretched out his head with the idea of escaping from the
rack, but found the way blockaded by Ghazanfar All Khan and
the cannonading of Colonel Coote. He had been in a similar
situation on a previous occasion. In brief, leaving all the
materials and giving up hope of all attempts, M. Lally; ran away
to Tadpan adjacent to the port of Phulcheri and took refuge.1
(1) This refers to M. Lally s  attempt to retake the Ariyankuppam re-
doubt.    (29th September.)
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